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In trod uc t ion 
The organization of English agriculture at present, 
and especially before the World War of 1914 taken as a 
i S 
wholeAremarkable and practically unique. Disre r arding 
minor exceptions, in it there is the ownership of the 
soil d1vorced alike fror.1 the direction and from the per-
f orma.nce of agr ic ul t ural operations. There is a class 
of farmers directing agricultural operations as capital-
istic money-making ventures; having no proprietary nor 
permanent interest in the soil and no community interest 
with landlord or laborer. There is a class of agricul-
tural labo 1· ers working always under orders and uncon-
cerned either with the improvement of the soil or the 
profitableness of t he farmer'S venture and possessing 
no rnor e claim or attachment to the soil they till than 
( 1) 
the factory operative bas to the l1lill in which he WO:l'ks. 
Many people favor this organization of English 
agriculture, others deplore its existence,but whether 
or not one favors and is satisfied with the result of 
this organization on the social and economic conditions 
of the country, it must strike one as r e111a.rkable that 
(1) Ha.sba.ck.: "Growth of the English Agricultural Laborer", 
Preface. 
• 
under this organization, none of the parties bas any 
pecuniary interest in getting the ut~ost possible yield 
from the soil. The pecuniary interest of the landlord 
is in getting the utmost pos3ible rents. The farmer's 
pecuniary interest lies in ge t ting the highest possible 
percentage on his capital he employs, which may lead 
him possibly to restrict the intensity of his cultivation 
and the productivity of his farm. And the llllfortunate 
laborer employed at weekly wages that bear no rela t ion 
either to rents or to prof its, has plainly no financial 
interest in whether the product of hie toil is l arge or 
( 1) 
small or whet her the land is being improved or ex hausted. 
Such an organization of its agriculture is peculiar 
to England; no other nat ion has left practically the 
whole of its agriculture to the pecuniary self-interests 
of such a combination of classes. 
I t is inter esting to note how this combination of 
class eP was brought about •. how the lords of the early 
manors passed out of ex istence; how the villiens gained 
their freedom; and how the peasant O\mer of the scattered 
strips of the great coumon fields of the manor passed 
' ~radually into the landless, propertyless wage earner of 
(1) Hasback: "A lUst. of Eng. Ag. Laborer", Ch. II. 
• 
the nineteenth century. These men living on the fr uits 
of their labors in the nineteenth century have three 
characteristics: they are personally free; they have no 
share in the busi.Yiess in which they are engaged , owning 
no part of the l and or capital employed; and they con-
( 1) 
tinue in this position all their lives. 
It is also interesting to not e how the peculiar 
organiz.ation of the manor passed into the p-resent or-
ganization of large, enclosed farms, and how the early, 
simple methods of cultivation passed into the complicated 
me t hods of the present. 
3 
In the his t ory of these great changes, the eighteenth 
century played the greatest part. The his t ory of agr i-
culture in the eighteenth century is remarkable for 
several fea t ures of the grea test importance. It first 
saw the a p plication of capital in large quantities to 
farming, the improvements of the times being largely 
initiated by r ich landowners. They were often ably 
assis_ted by tenant farmers, many of wrom were men o-t 
considerable capital. In the latter ha.lf ot t h e century 
the tendency to consolidate small holdings grew a pace. 
The century was also remarlcable for anot l'E r great 
change,- a change in t he method of farming and cultivating. 
(1 ) Cunningham: "The Growth of Eng.lish Indus t ry and 
Coumer c e", Vol. 1, Summary. 
• 
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Further the c&ltury witnessed a great number of enclosures, 
especially when it was drawing to a close. 
But these changes along vvith many others that took 
place in the eighteenth century did not take place every-
where at the same time all over England. Some of these 
changes began earlier than the eighteenth century and some 
continued even into the twentieth century in soras parts 
of England. But the great bulk of these changes took: 
place in the eighteenth century. Also, the t&ldencies that 
began to develop before the beginning of the century had 
to be combined with the developments that are peculiar 
:;,;J<n,0 
to this century in order to be povJerful enough to bring 
17 
about change. But the chanE1.es in all the aspects of 
agriculture of this century we1·e so great that the century 
is now known as that of the Agricultural }~ evolution • 
-· 
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PART II . 
The Manorial System. 
To Wlderstand and appreci.g,te fully this great Rev-
6lution and its far reaching l'esults, one must knov.; some-
thing of the previous history of ~nglish agriculture, and 
the dPvelopmemts of the pre·vious centuries looking par-
ticularly for their relationship with the later Revolution. 
Also one must kno~v something of Rngland's industrial his-
tor7 and its effects on her agriculture, especi ally that 
of the eighteenth century. 
1
·Jhen the early bands of English invaders came over 
·•e 1::. 
to conquer Britain from its ~~~ owners, it is almost 
certain that the soil was held by groups and not by in-
di'Tidual s; and as this was the practice of the conquer-
ors also, they readily fell in with the system they found. 
Cooperation in agriculture was necessary because to each 
household was allotted separat e strips of j_and almost 
equal in size in each field set apart for tillage, and 
a share i n the rneadorv s and waste land. The strips of 
arable land were unfenced and ploughed b~r common teams 
to w :~-<.ich each 1'amily could contribute. 
Apparently, as the land was cleared and broken up 
it was dealt out acre by acre to each cultivator. These 
acres were not contiguous but mixed up with all those 
• 
of other families. r he reason of this mi x ture is obvi-
ou.s to anyone who knows how land, even in the same field, 
varies in quality. It was to give each family its share 
in both good and bad land : for t ne hOLlS eholder s were all 
equal, and the principle on which the original distri-
bu.t ion of land depended was that of equalizin,. the shares 
of the different members of the c or.:ununi ty. 
In the ma.nagin~ of the r.:1eadow lands, comr:1unal fea-
t•res were much more clearly brought out; the arable 
land was no't reallotted every year, but the meadow land 
was rea~lotted annually; while the woods and pastu.res, 
the right of using which belonged to the householders 
of the vill9.€,e, were owned by t he vil la.@.e community. 
This system was the foundation of Enp.lish apricultural 
1 
organization. 
At first, ex tensive cultivation of the l~d was 
practical; that is, every year a fresh arable field was 
broken up, and the one cultivated las:t year was aban-
, .,._t-e >a s ~!,. 
doned for a time at all events; but grad ua.lly 9*-t-e~ 
cultivation superseded this. But cul tivat inp the s a me 
field year after year soon e xhausted the soil; so the 
1. w. cunningham : "Growth of English Industry and Com-
merce" Bk. I Ch. II. 
6 
• 
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"two field system" c artw in under w hie h one field was 
c ul ti vat ed and the other field left fallow. This in 
tum was followed by the "three field system", by JJhich 
two fields were used in any one year and one left fallow. 
~his last system became genera~as it yielded the best 
results. 
Another point to notice about this early system was 
the pasturing of the stock. Besides the comr.1on pasture. 
the stock ba.d after harvest the ~razing of the comoon 
arable fields or the meadows. 'l'his latter custoo was 
1 
later an indirect cause for enclosures. 
Such was the early village community of England -
a c omrnuni ty of free landowners. But a change began early 
to come over. The king would grant to a Church all the 
rights he had in a certain vill~. e. The churchmen usually 
appointed an overseer to look out for their affairs on 
the land. 'l' hen the small people. the peasants. ga "Ye gifts 
of land to the Church. They gave the :ir land. but they 
it • .s 
also wanted to k eep it as,." their livelihood; so they sur-
rendered the land and took it back as a lifelong loan. 
Thus the <Jhurch acquired a demesne (proprietary right 
ove.r some land)_; and thus the foundations of t be manorial 
1. Garnier: "History of England's Landed Interests" Ch. II 
• 
• 
system still to be t raced all over the country were 
laid. When the Horrna.ns brought their wonderful genius 
for Or f' anization to _:mgland , they found the material 
conditions of manorial life in full growth; it was t heir 
8 
task to develop its legal and economic sides. The manor-
ial system thus superimposed Ul)On the vil l age community 
. ~. ( I ) 
was the basis of 1'Jnglish rural economy for centuries . 
The structure of the manor as developed full;y by 
the !! ormans was a.lYJays the snme; under the headship of 
f'o u.--rvcL 
the lord were ~1\ two layers of population; the vil-
leins and the fre eholders, and the te r ritory wa s divided 
into demesne land and tributary land of two classes, viz•-
that of the Yilleins and that of the freeholders. '.l.'he 
cultivation of the demesne !Which usually means the land 
occupied and cu l tivat ed by the lord, tho ugh legally it 
has a wider meaning and includes the Yillein tenements ) 
eeL 
depend~, to a certain extent on the work supp l i ed by the 
tenants of the tri·butary land • .Kents were collected , 
labor superintended, administratiYe business transacted 
2 
by a set of man or ia.l officers. 
1. liUrtler: "His t ory of Agriculture '' ch. II. 
Tichner: " A Social and Industrial History of England " 
Ch. III • 
• 
• 
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In a typical manor, there was a larg e part of the 
lord's demesne forming a compact area within which 
stood his house, this being in addition to the lord's 
strips in the open fields intermixed with those of his 
tenants. 
'l'he methods of cultivation were very simple. The 
agricultural implements were very crude and few even of 
these. 
At the end of the twelfth century, the manor repre-
sented a very hig hly developed organization of labor; but 
the agric u.L t ural laborers in the modern sense of t re word 
were nonexistent. ~he majority of the villagers did not 
work exclusively for others; tr..e well to do villeiJlS 
worked for themselves one half to two thirds of the time; 
and the freemen were r;1 a inly occupied on their own hold-
ings. Almost all of them bad land and capital, but most 
1 
of them were persona1..ly unfree. 
1n the thirteenth century the manorial system was 
at its zenith. The mediaeval system of tillage was com-
pulsor:r. even the freeholders could not ml:tn&.ge their plots 
as they wished; bee a.use all the soil of the township 
formed one whole and was rnana~.ed by the entire village. 
Io..-d, 
Even the~ had to conform to the customs of the com-
" 
1. Wade: "England's Greatness" Ch. II. 
• 
• 
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muni ty. ii.ny other sys:tl em than t r.a t of the community""' wh 16/u 
must ba.ve been galling to the more enterprising_, was 
impossible; for as the various holdin,s lay in unfenced 
strips <J.ll over the great C()tlr.lOn fields, individual 
initiative wab out of the question. 'rhe great number 
' 
of strips all mixed to~. ttther often lec1 to disputes 
and confusion. 
This confused sys tam of common fiela ~riculture 
was one of the leading causes of the enclosure movement 
of the later Agricultural Hevolution. But this system 
- -
existed for many centuries, and one would be led to 
think that if a system of agriculture could exist for 
a great length of time. it must have possessed some real 
advantages. But the advantages were always of the past; 
the plan of ploughing to r ether had been good when each 
cultivator was too poor to own his own plow and oxen; 
the simple unvaried rotat'ion of crops made no great call 
upon intelligence; the amount of produce mig h t be small 
but it was enough for each man to live on and that in the 
rna in was all he exp ec ted • But what had made the s ys t em 
long-lived far more than any intrinsic value was the dif-
ficulty- even the i opossibility of clBnging it. Among 
the cultivators thus working the land there were some, 
• 
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no doubt , who saw that changes might be for the better; 
but there were many who through indolence, mental slug-
gishness or i n herent dislike for any alteration refused 
1 
all new methods. 
From 1200 - 1350, the two great points_ to note are 
the increase in the popul·ation and t be growth of trade . 
These introduced changes of far reaching results. With 
trad e came money payments which ulti mately meant the 
freedom of the villeins. The tenant's position was im-
proved. He was now protected from the annoying incidents 
of labo't" economy and could devote himse l f entirely to his 
own h olding. With this freedom of t he villein came the 
2 
rise of the agricultural laborer. 
In the next century carne a new development. Vil l eins 
in some cases sublet t heir holdings; and t r..e practice be-
came so co mmon tha.t ag en t .s were employed in arranging 
these affairs. This is significant proof tmt the bond 
tha.t had held the tenants together in one whole was either 
3 
broken or on the point of breaking. 
Thus by the middle of the fourteenth century, }l1ngland 
already offered in many reap ects a picture of a well de-
veloped co mrn ercial country whose main bond of union was 
the cash payment. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
Harner: 
Garnier: 
Curtler: 
"Landmarks of English Indus t rial History'' 
"History of Eng. Landed In t erest" Ch. XI 
"History of Agricult ure" Ch. II I . 
Ch. II 
Vol. 1 
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Part III. 
Break Down of Manortal System and Beginning of Enclosures. 
But soon there came in ~:nglieh history an event that 
directly paved the way for lil e great upheaval that was 
to take place, especi a.lly in the eighteenth century in 
English agriculture. In the middle of the fourteenth 
century occurred the famous Black Death, the worst afflic-
tion that ever visited England. Its story is too well 
known for repitition;- it is enough to say that it killed 
from one-h!1lf to two t birds of the pop ula tion. It is 
said to have affected more important economic results 
than any other event in English history. It advanced 
the price of labor and accelerated the. break up of the 
Manorial system. 
A grea t number of free lab or ers was swept away and 
their labor lost to the lord of t he manor; the services 
of the villeins were largely deminisrled by the s ame c ause; 
flla!lY of t h e tenants both free anc1 unfree were dead and 
the land t hrown ba ck on the l ord's hands. Flock s and 
herds we1·e wandering all over the count~y, for there wa s 
no one to tend t tern. In short, most manors were in a 
state of anarchy and t r.eir lords on the verge of ruin. 
It is not to b e wondered at, .therefore, tmt they i rnr.1edi-
• 
• 
ateiy adopted strong measures to save themselves and 
their property - and no doubt they thought the whole 
1 
country. • 
'l1 o help the conditions ·brought about by the Black 
Death, many statutes were passed by .Parliament to keep 
the laborer on the soil at a fixed wage. These statutes 
were not only the signs showing that the manors were on 
the verge of ruin, they contributed to this breakdown 
of the man or; for the right of fixing wages was t n.ken 
away from the lord of the manor and given to the offi-
cers of the state. 
The struggle over thes e statutes also helped along 
the progress of the laborers toward. more personal free-
dom. Because of the lack of labor, the lords usually 
made the already strict duties of his unfree t enants 
almost unendurable. ~vi t.h affairs upset by the l a te 
plague, the villeins_,driven to desperation by their new 
w-a.s 
hardships_, escaped from their uanors. This action" fos-
tered and turned to definite ends by men who had risen 
above the general lead of their class. 
Owing to the d earth of laborers for hire and the 
loss of many o f t~ s ervice& of the villeins, the lords 
13 
l'a)Cunningham: "The Growth of ~nglish Industry" Book III 
Ch. I. 
(b)Warner: "Landmarks in English Industrial History" 
pp. 95 -
• 
found it very hard to far m their demesne lands. Their 
to 
remedy wa s "1\let out their demesne land for a term of 
years, a process that went all over England; t h us we 
• 
have the origin of the small tenant farmer. 
14 
This appearance of several small tenant farmers in 
place of onw large owner allowed for the changes of the 
Eig ht eenth century,- especially for enclosures- to be 
brought about more easily. It is always ensier to in-
fluence and even coerce many who have a little than a 
1 
few who have much. 
;.L'his disappearance of the villeins naturally led to 
the break up of serfdom and to the complete destruction 
of t he man or. '.Vhis disappearance of t he ville in is of 
great importance and led to most important consequences 
in the eighte enth century. 
This break up of the manor allowed for chan ges i n 
agricu.i ture that would nev e .r have hap pened ot herwise. 
It was one of the chief causes of t h e stagnation of agri-
culture in the middle ages that it lay under t he he avy 
hand of feudal ism, by wlli e h individual ism was cheeked 
and hindered. Every man had his allotted amount of land; 
it was hard to get out of it, t h ough some excep ti on al 
men did so; but a s a rule ther e wa s no chance of striking 
1. Curtler: ''History of Ag riculture" Ch. 4. 
• 
• 
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out on a new line for oneself. The villein was bound 
to his lord; and no lord weald willingly sarrender his 
services. There coald be little improvement in f arming 
when the cas tom of the manor and the collective owner-
ship of the teams bound all to the same system of farm-
ing. In fact, agriculture under feudal i sm suffered from 
many of the evils of socialism. But tho ug h hard . hit, 
the old system was to endure for some t irne and the modern 
triumvirate of tenant, laborer and landlord was not com-
pletely established until the end of the eighteenth cen-
1 
tury. 
Though many causes had led to the break up of the 
manorial system, the Black Death was most powerful in 
bringing it about. Therefore, the Bla.cl: Death played 
a great part in English Apric ul t ure; it was instrumental 
in bringing about an increase of free holdings and free 
men, and by its direct effect on the break dC»Jn of the 
manorial system allowed for the future improvements in 
2 
agriculture. 
It has already been said that some of the f.reat 
changes of the eighte enth century were not comple t ely 
carried out within t he century,- that s orne had their 
1. Wade: "England's Greatness" eh. 5. 
2. Gurtler: "History of Agriculture" Ch. VI. 
• 
• 
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beginnings before the opening of the century. This is 
especially true of the great enclosure movement of the 
Revolution. Enclosures began after the Black Death and 
continued in small numbers until they reached their eli-
max in the great enclosure movement in the last half of 
the eighteenth century. Enclosing was a continuous pro-
cess and must be viewed as such for perfect understandipg 
of the subject. 
-~fe rave seen that the landlord ,' s profits were greatly 
diminished by the Black Death; and t bey cast about them 
for new ways of increasing their incomes. Arable land 
had until now been largely in excess of pasture; the cul-
tivation of corn had been the chief ob.~iect of agriculture. 
This began to change. Much of the land was laid d ~n to 
grass and there was a steady increase in sheep farming. 
It was a good use to which to put such land as had fallen 
into the hands of the lords either by the pestilooce or 
by the flight of the villeins. Certain lands, too, were 
very hard to work as arable in tl:e later part of the 
middle ages. Again, the rec urr en t pest il enc es made corn 
growing risky. Meantime wool bad become a co mmodity in 
demand a;:t horne as w.ell as abroad. But tl::e chief factor 
that increased the amount of sheep farming was tte fall 
1 
in price of corn. 
1. Hasback: "A History of the English Apricul t ural Labor-
er" c h. II. 
• 
• 
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The consequences whic 1: mig ht natural l y have been 
anticipated fol l owed. Pasture farming and convertible 
husbandry were still further extended; that is to say 
that even in the districts where the plagues and stat-
utes had not cr eated difficulties already notice d I.Ianor-
ial lords aimed a t get t ing the use of larRer areas and 
therefore driving out the popule. tion alrea dy settled 
on their land. Thus enclosures and evictions c ame about. 
'.r h e word " 3nclosure"is used to d.enote the process 
of hedging in wastes and commons, or par t s of wastes 
and commons, or strips of arable land previously lying 
open on the co mm on fields, and the land itself when 
fenced. 'l'here are two kinds of Enclosures, old and new. 
Old enclosures are ea sily distinguished fron t he new by 
the ir il'regular forms and uneq ua.l size~- BroA.d fi eld.s 
and t i ny strips of land lying side by side, whil e n ew 
enclosures if properly laid out are from eight to ten 
ac :r es. The rea.s on for this is that old enclosures were 
usually made on the individual motion of this ortha.t 
large or smaller landowners, -the larger often enclosing 
wastes, co rlll!lOns and ru:•able fields or parts of them for 
the s ak e of pas ture-fa rming while t he s mall men were 
glad enough to be able to buy up and t hrow torether some 
• 
• 
few acres. But the new enclosures were for the most 
part r1ade on a common plan for the whole v illa.ge set-
tled either by the voluntary agreement of all the land-
owners of a :r:arish or by th :• commissioners appointed in 
consequence of the demand of a thr ee-fourths ma.iority 
18 
of owners for a private act. Not till the process l:ad 
thus oecome in some me a sure a coll ective operation could 
the enol osures take on a regular or universal c haracter. 
It would seem that the terms 11 0ld ~' and ''new" enclo-
sures are somewhat misleading and t tat a better distinc -
tion'· would be between partial and general enclosures. 
'l'he partial enclosures, tt.nt is,the enclosur e of a few 
acres by small landowners do not seem to have be en . in 
all cases of an old date. un the contrary it seems trat 
their number increased dLXring the eighteenth century. 
But not even the classification into partial and 
g eneral removes all obscurity; and it seems desirable to 
consider .P.:nclosures from a historical point of view. 
the common field. system and t he in t ermixture of strips 
naturally meant that there was only one system of agri-
culture followed by all t h e inhabitants of the village, 
and that there were no enc l osures beyond the actual farm-
stead, perhaps inc l uding a garden. But late:r on, when 
• 
• 
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the demesne land began to be consolidated for home farm, 
when clearances of the manorial woodland were made, when 
the manorial lord appropriated common pasture, when he 
began to separate his strips in the open field from those 
U-rged.; 
of the v illa.gers and the t enants to follow his example, 
1 
then in the course of this partial enclosure, t-OO ''old" 
irregular enclosures, large and small, began to appear 
alongside of the commons and the open fields. 'r his move-
ment did hot at first involve any attempt to destroy the 
village community or to supersede its system of ap.ricul-
ture; the lord was aiming simply at the possession of 
more land. Still, he thereby endangered the continuance 
of the village economy and statutes were laid da.vn to 
define the limits within which he might enclos e waste lAnd, 
hitherto serving as .comr.10n pasture, and withdrn.w it from 
public use for his ovm private benefit and profit. 
But the owner or tenant of these enclosures was able 
to adapt his system of cultivation to the demands of the 
market more e~sily than could t he members of the village 
community tied to their general syst ·em. He be~a.n to 
profit by his opportunities, and this gave ~new impe-
tus to partial enol osure. Enthusiasm for enclosure 
spread far and wide. Strips in the open fields were 
voluntarily exchanged and contiguous strips were bought 
• 
• 
so that on thf3 :fields small enclosures o:f the partial 
type were :formed. 
But only general enclosures sufficed to bring about 
a thorough change. Rich meu bought out all other pro-
prietors on a manor and enclosed the whole; or the own-
ers of a parish, where there were few, agreed on the 
separation o:f the intermixed land and the division of 
the commons and enclosed. 
20 
There also were enclosures by the Act of Parliament. 
3y thes~all the scattered openfield strips of a given 
manor or village, together with its meadows and pastures, 
were consolidated, divided, and allotted to the several 
owners according to the value of their previous holdings 
in the fields and rights on the common, the allottments 
being in one or several continuous pieces of land. Then 
each r..ad to fence in his po1·tion. This l a st and final 
act has appeared to the l.mglish mind so much the more 
important that the whole process has come to be known 
by the word "Enclosure" which properly applies to the 
last act alone. And so the word came further to mean 
the abolition of the old communal organization of agri-
culture • 
Enclosures of this period were of four kinds: 
First, enclosing the common arable fields for grazing 
• 
• 
generally in large tracts; second, enclosing the 
same by dividing them into smaller fields generally 
of arable land; third, enclosing the common :pastu:re 
for grazing or tillage; and fourth, enclosing the 
common meadows for mowing grounds. 
It is the first of these mainly, and to a lesser 
degree the third of these which was so frequently a 
source of complaint in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
21 
centuries; for the first, besides displacing the small 
holder tbrew out of employment a large number of people 
who had hitherto gained their livelihood by various 
works connected with tillage; and the third deprived 
a large number of their common right s •1 
It has been noticed tl'at the Black Death besides 
causing mny of the laudlords to let their demesne land 
also made them turn much tillage into grass to save 
labor which was so dear. 
1. Enclosures before the eighteenth century. 
a) cur t 1 e r : "A Hi s t 0 ry 0 f A gr i c ul t ur e II c h. 6 • 
b) Teck.ner: nA Social and Industrial History 
of England" Ch.II. 
c) ·w. Cunningham: "Growth of English Ind. us try. 11 
Ch.II. Book III. 
d) Bradley: "$nglish Enclosures" (general reading) 
e) Sla. t er: "English Peasants and Enol os ur es" 
(general reading) 
• 
• 
The enclosure movement was also helped by industrial 
developments. The increase of sheep farming was 
assi s ted by the fact tmt the domestic system of manu-
facturing of wool, which sJ.pplanted the guild system 
led to a constant and inc r easing demand for wool . 
Thi.s practice of domestic manufacture delayed the 
Agrarian Revolution. If this system did not exist, 
the small farmer would bave been forced from his land 
long before the eighteent h century. Where peasant 
proprietorship and small farming did maintain their 
ground, it was largely due to the domestic industries 
which supplemented tr..e n rofits of agriculture. 
The en closures of this period was really a sign 
of agricultural progress. In fact the history of en-
closures is part of the history of the great revolu-
tion of agriculture by which t he manorial system was 
converted into the modern system. 
The enclosure movement was further helped along 
by the dissolution of the monasteries. The transfer 
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of the abbey lands to Henry 's favorites was very harm-
1 
ful to farming. 
The manorial system went on decaying, and by this 
time the demesne lands had mucl-;. decayed in area on most 
1. W. Cunningham "Growth of Eng. Ind." Bk.IV. CH.II. 
• 
manors. Many parcels had been sold . to the new land-
lord class who had made fortunes in the towns. Much 
of the demesne land had been sold to well-off trade.rs. 
A great many villeins had gained control· ower ~ 
small pieces of land, and the number of yeomen and ten-
ant farmers md largely increased. Many of the labor-
ers also owned or rented cottages, some with land en-
eluded. Such was the rural society at the end of the 
Tu.dor period. 
i!,..Vt.l'v 
The progress of Enclosures, i ~ at · this early 
" date, helped to destroy this for the laborers gradually 
ceased to own or occupy their own land; farms increased 
in size and the o.vnership of the land came more and 
more to be a privilege of the rich, and people flocked 
in increasing numbers to the towns. 
By the beginning o:f the seventeent h century free 
labor had come to be the predominate factor in the oran-
ization of labor on t he land; the villein and serfdom 
had almost · completely disappeared. 
almost passed out of existence.1 
The manor was now 
We bave now come to th~~ period which has often been 
called transitional; it began at the year of the death 
e of i.iueen Elizabeth. The end of the period came with 
1. Hasbach: ''Hist. of Eng. Agric. Laborer" Ch. II 
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the three gr eat characteristics of the eighteenth 
century; namely, the enclosures, the improved methods 
of cultivation, the system of the large farm, and the 
revolution in prices. 
This period, so defined, we call transitional, 
for in it were planted the germs of the great changes 
which turns a predominately free and property owning 
class into one entirely free but for the most part prop-
ertyless. In this period · the changes w hie h had begun 
early were given a chance for their full development 
to allow for the changes of the eight eent ·h century • 
24 
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PART IV. 
The~ Revolut'ion of the Etghte_enth century 
~ - - ~· ---.-·-· ·· ··· . . . - · --· 
The great changes of the eighteenth century are 
social, economic, and political. Eerhaps the most 
interesting side of the whole Revolution is the great 
change it brought about in English social life, - es-
pecially in English rural society. To appreciate how 
great these changes wer e, it is wel l to compare the 
English village life and organization as it existed at 
the beginning of the century with the picture of the 
samA village at the end . of the same century. This 
comparison naturally leads one to inquire into the 
causes that brought about this transformation. 
As compared with village of the present day and 
that of the nineteenth century_, the village of the 
eighteenth century before the changes to be described, 
was more continuous in its history and had a greater 
variety or rather a different kind of variety in its 
component parts. 'I'he suburban element that developed 
in the nineteenth century was absent. The great land-
lords, it is true, spent one-half to two-thirds of 
their time abroad or in London; but still many were 
renewing and strengthening their connection with the 
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soil, by devoting themselves to agriculture and be-
coming the champions of every kind of impro,•ement. 
The smaller gentry were roo ted to the soil by 
the smallness of their inco~es. The yeomen class , 
freeholders, were very numerous at the beginning of 
the century. Upon the yeomanry bordered the copy-
holders 1with a little closer connection to the origi-
nal owner of his holding} who were to be found in large 
numbers t hro ugnout the cd)untry. 'l'he copyhold ing class 
formed the connecting link between the freeholders and 
the farmers. The farmers themselves held their land by 
various kinds of tenure. The lease-holdsfor life were 
still common . 
Thus there was a really pr~cticallle ladder fro r!l the 
lowest to the highest stage in the village of the e ight-
eenth century. It ha~n o gaps. 'l'he upper and lower 
classes of the community were really connected with one 
another by a series of mediating members. No sharp 
special line was drawn between the weal thy yeoman and 
the gentleman; and the bettel' situated copyholder. t he 
leaseholder5 fOr lives and the r ich farmer were not sel-
dom recmoned among the yeomanry • 
Again it was often hard to say whet her t hose who 
were lumped under the general designation of cottage:rs 
26 
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were small farmers or day laborers; though in general we 
may take it that a cottager was on e whose social standing 
was designated by his tenan ey of a house and not by his 
c ul ti vat ion of a holding; so tha. t it was necessary for 
him to work for others. 
Outside of this village community there was a class 
occasionally known as cottagers thotlgh generally as squat-
ters. They lived at some distance from the village, near, 
in or upon the commons, t~.nd wo·ods where they had built ther.1-
selves huts - and perhaps had cleared some lands. 
Throughout the eighteent h century payment in kind was 
gradually dying out though even at the end of the century, 
relics of the system still might have been fom1d, and al-
most throughout it, farm laborers and servants were regu-
larly boarded and lodged in the farmhouse. 
But the political, economic and social conditions 
were changing and the changes made for the uprooting of 
the people from the soil. The old common and small hold-
ings had kept them on the land;because it offered a fairly 
certain if modest subsistance to the surplus population. 
The great cl:laracteristic of this early village was 
g~adati on of social and economic organization. In it 
there was no ~oletarian class, that is a class solely de-
pendant upon wages and particula-:t' on money wages and ex-
~ -
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pecting to leave its children in the same position • 
The day laborer as a class had stock, land, and 
pasture or at least pasture. The small man had not 
lost hope of rising. Having saved something as a 
servant or cottager, he could take a little farm and so 
paEs on to a large one, and by thrift and industry 
1 
might perhaps attain the position of a small freeholder. 
The factors that brought about the change in rural 
economy were, the more luxurious standards of living 
adopted by the landlord class, and the consequent need 
of a larger income; secondly the enclosures, for the 
most part the resUlt of that need, then the increased 
price of provisions to which the enclosures contributed; 
p o-n... ...-.,d 
next the system of the l a rge farm JH'-OO.a~en., about the 
same period, and finally t he new method of cultivation 
1. En@.lis.h Village at the beginning of the eighteenth 
Cent UI'Y. 
a) Jacks on: "Social Life In England 1750-.ll.850" 
Ch. I. 
b) ~iad e : "England's Greatness" Ch. XV. 
c) Teckner: "A Social and Industrial History of 
England" Ch. 17 · 
d) Ashton: "Dawn of Eighteenth Centur;',r In England" 
(general reading) 
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whieh demanded men of a different class and of larger 
capital. 
But besides this there were other P-reat forces at 
work. There was the attraction which the great indus-
try just then developing, exercised on capacity, enter-
prise, and capital. And th ere were the indirect taxes 
i mposed to pay the interest on the growing national 
debt .rolled up by trade wars and c.olonial wars which 
of course increased the cost of living. 
The smaller gentry were among the first to fall 
victims to these forces for two reasons. First they 
liked to imitate the luxurious habits of the richer mem-
bers of their class; and their incomes.were not suffi-
cient to do so. And secondly, they were possessed in 
many cases of neither the intellegence or the capital 
to enable them to adopt the new methods of husbandry. 
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The increasfng taxation made their struggle for existence 
still harder. 
The loss of the yeomanry was a great loss to Eng-
land. The yeoman stood too little above the poor to 
provoke their envy, and were the connecting link between 
the farmer and the gentleman. They gave unity and har-
mony to the village community making each acquainted 
with all and interesting all in what concerned any and 
• 
• 
bringing the welfare of each class to be the affair 
of the whole body • 
The engrossing of farms drov<e thousands of small 
II 
and m\dd14.~ farmers off the holdinfs. Even the cottag-
ers who rented an acr·e or two of land had to feel the 
effects of engrossing. 'Th~ir land was taken awa.y from 
them and added to the acreage of some large farms; and 
the farmers' land hunger was so great t tat in some cases 
even the cottage gardens were thrown into the bargain. 
The consolidation of holdings cone erned only the 
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freeholders and copyholders. The larger of them found 
their profit in it_)for once they had got over the expen-
ses entailed by the process, the largest of all prob-
ably rose into the gentry. But to the little men whether 
yeomen or copybolders, it was rather injurious than other-
wise. They certainly got a bit of land in place of the 
strips they lad previously held but not unfrequently the 
commissioners favored the great men at their expense and 
they lost the use of the fallow and stubble pastures. 
But for the little farmers, yeomen and copyholders, 
.the cottagers and squatters, - that ie to sa~l for the mass 
of the village comr.mni ty by far the most serious changes . 
w~s the divisions of the commons. Only the yeomen a.r1d 
copyholder a could clearly show their rights to pasture, 
• 
and though they did receive their share in the d ivi-
sion, it was not large enough to feed the flock that 
they previously had had the right to feed upon the 
s 
c ommon~JI'l3. 
To the little farmers, division was still more in-
jurious. Even if after it, the landlords allowed them 
to keep their holdings, they were short of pasture. 
The squa.tters 1for the most part/were d.rivin off the 
commons, their cottages pulled down, and the land they 
had cleared and cultivated made over to those who 
could prove common rights. 
At the end of the process of enclosure, if suppos-
ing the small holder had been allotted a little land, 
and not cheated out of it by some piece of knavery, he 
had to contribute his s~Bre to very considerable expen-
ses w hie h w el;' e high enough so as to even effect the land-
lord's rents. 
l!'rom the middle of the eighteenth century onwards, 
therefore a groupin g of rural society was in the process 
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ha'-' 
of formation. The squire tra t beforeJ every village con~ .. .,.... cl/ 
disappeared because of the concentration of property in 
a few hands. The yeomanry followed soon. Thousands of 
e farmers went the same way, and at the end of the proces-
sion there also departed those numerous cottagers and 
village artisans to whom enclosure meant the loss of their 
livings. 
• 
• 
The exodus from the land to the towns was by 
many ascribed to the vanity and pleasure- seeking of 
the rural population roused by their acquaintance 
with the servants of the weal thy but on consideration 
one can easily see that there are many other agents 
that brought about this movement. The exodus at all 
events was a. fact and harmed the little market towns 
as well as the villages. 
In place of these vario·us cl,asses, there remained 
the large farmer often of town origin with town cus-
t om·s and a t ownman' s tastes for trade and prof it-making, 
unhampered by sentimental traditions and hereditary re-
T' 
lations to the poleta.rianized class to whom he gave em-
• 
ployment. The cottage class had been transformed into 
two separate groups; one comp osed of those who had made 
good their claim to some small property; the others of 
the many who were now exclllsively dependent upon wages. 
The large farmers in their short sightedness, were well 
pleased in tl:ese results; they md their wished-for 
labor class, bound to work for them if it was to exist 
and with no land of their own. ;~ven as early as 1813, 
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Robert Louis Stevenson aslced, "whether a mere increase of 
wealth can not be purchased too dearly. n 
Where this process had fully worked itself out, the 
old graded society of the village had completely dis-
• 
• 
appeared. Equality or similarity of social standing 
had given way to (Pposition between capitalistic em-
T' 
players and p,oletarian laborers, :it h~d become hard 
to rise in the social scale, and the farm servant, 
when he left his situation, had before him no prospect 
of anything beyond the uncertain daily bread of the 
propertyless day laborer. 
The ex tinction of the system of domestic ind ustry 
meant the disappearance of another class of little 
farmers and free holders; though on the other hand, as 
industry developed and manufacturing towns expanded .a 
new class of small property owners sprung up out of 
successful industrial laborers. A.l together the greatest 
social change of the century was the disappearance of 
1 the yeoman. 
It bas been said before that one of the conditions 
that brought about the social changes of the century and 
was also a dominant force in bringing about the a gricul-
tural revolution was the more luxurious standard of liv-
1. Society towards the end of the eighteenth century: 
a.) Ashton.: "A Picture of Social Life At The End 
of the Eighteenth Century" 
(General reading) 
b) H. Cunningham: "Growth of English Industry" 
Bk • I I I • C h. I I 
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ing of the landlord class. This standard of the land-
lords was affected by the standards of the newly made 
captains of industry in the t CNJns. 
In more than one way the Industrial Hevolution af-
feet ed the Agricultural Revolution. The new inv en ti ons 
in machinery, especially the introduction of steam as 
a motive power revolutionized the methods of manufa ctur-
ing. llow, as much spinning and weaving could be done 
in hours which before toot: days. This great advantage 
of the new method of mac hiner :JT made the old do me s tic 
system of manufacturing seem useless. 1'he new inventions 
were the direct cause of the downfall of the domestic 
system. Besides causing the downfall of the domestic 
system, the new system of manufacturing called for much 
more raw materials, especially for wool; hence, it was 
en.. c. los t.Lr-e s 
the indirect cause of the increased amount of ~
I\ 
throughout the century. 
Also, the new system caused the growth of towns 
which became a great attraction for the agricult lll'al la-
bor ers. 'l'heir movement frol:!l the farms inc1·eased the al-
ready felt lack of help. AgaitlJ the heads of the new 
industries were malcing huge prof its and sp ent it in all 
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kinds of extravagances. These e x travagances were imitated 
by the country landlo1•ds who rather loolced down on these 
• 
newly made rich of the towns. i'hes e extravagances cost 
the landlords very mllch especially in relation to their 
incomes. ~o enlarge their incomes, they enclosed mllch 
land. Bence the new system of man llfactllring indirectly 
was the ca.llse of the enclosllres of the eighteenth cent-
ury which were a great part of the revolll tion in agri-
1 1) 
c lll ture. 
Early in the eight eenth century, an enfnclosllre 
movement begm1 and gradually increased in strenght. En-
closing had been going on since the fifteenth century, 
it had shown its full force in the s:ix.teenth, and though 
it had slackened in the seventeenth, it had by no means 
ceased. The eighteen th century movement usually dates 
from 1710, the reason being that the first private e-en-
.e..-n..u i. o ~ ..,.,..-, 
cl-ll-Bi-v-e belongs to that date. 1: ile movement accelerated 
as t he c e n t ll ry wen t on • 
I 
Ordinarily the enclos u:r es of the eighteenth century 
were more far reaching in their effec ts than those of 
the previolls centllries. Enclosur es wer e now made for 
personal gain on the part of tbe landlords. The new 
developments throughOllt the c dlltury made them more revo-
lutionary than they had been in the previous few cen tur-
1 2) 
ies. 
(1) ~larner: "Landmarks In England's Industrial History." 
. Pages 134 -
( 2) Bradley "English Enclosures." Ch. III 
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'.J.'hese enclosu.res Cllean both the division of the com-
mon pastu.re and the consolidation of the scattered arable 
strips; though in some cases a common was divided Where 
the open fields had already vanished; and in ~ot her-s 
holdings were consolidated where commons no 1 onger exist-
ed or where except ion was taken on social or economic 
grollnds to their division. Enclosu.res inclu.deillrable, 
meadow, a1n pastu.re land. 
The enclo:.3ures of the eighteenth century cannot be 
cans ide red without considering another process that vJ ent 
on hand in mnd wit h en closure. '11his proces s is t he 
engr o·ssing of forms which had a v ery clos e connection 
with enclosures. This process meant the consolidation 
of a n u.mb er of small farms to farm one larger holding. 
Already in the fifteenth and six teenth centuri es, en-
closures and engrossing bad gone on alo.ng s ide whenever 
the in trod uc t ion of past u.re farming was attempted. But 
it must be ernpha rdzed that in other cas es consolidation 
and division of commons wer~ possible, without materially 
. ~d, i)ra'i,. - ~~~ S i._j"e. #. 1 «: ir~ •• tt. ~ • ..-
Changing the size of the hold ingsll in a V~ll~ge could be 
increfl,se d. wit hoat consblidatimt and separation. It even 
happened that the .same far me r rentE=~d S AVeral farms sit-
ua t e d on d if fer en t 1 oc ali t i e s • 
These measares themselves, in the eighteenth century, 
meant economic progress, bu.t they were not s~ldom trans-
• 
• 
formed into a national curse, because , as J. have 
said , they were not undertaken for the most part , 
with :pux e motives ; because the richer classes or-
dinar ily swe p t the intere s ts of the small nan and 
the p oor ruthlessly a s ide; because the lar ~e farm 
WE: S often introduced when small far ru in,!S would have 
been perfectly in p l a ce; a nd so thousands o f little 
far mers rJere unneces.sarily displaced ; and lastly, 
beca use the i mprove ments supposed to accompany 
engrossing wer e not se ldom badly carried out. 
'rhe i mpure motives of enclosing at this time 
were caused lar12:ely by the higher standard of liv-
ing of the landlord class that J. have mentioned 
before . Because of his increased needs , the l and-
lord found it necessary to a prropriate the commons 
1 
and raise his rents considerably. 
This landlord prop osing to make an enclosure 
would in the first p lace buy up a s much land as 
possible in t~e 1-·ari shes, whi ch were supp osed to 
have comm on pa stures·, s nd 9:'et all the n anors·, sup -
posing more tha h one was concerned, into his own 
hands. 1-lext he would have a Bill of l!inclosure 
drafted , of cour se to his own interests., and survey-
1 . Wade : "~gland • s Greatness" \.ih . V. 
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ors and commissioners n omina ted. ~o far, he would 
proceed q uietly. 11 fter that such landlords a s were 
by re a son o f their class, more or less i gnorant 
peOJ.Jle would be prevailed on to J]lJ t their names to 
a petition in favor of the Hill, the he arts of the 
more obdurate being softened by a good dinner- with 
significant thre a ts· to follow if that failed. 'l'he n 
38 
a circular would inform the re maining persons con-
ce r ned that the mor e i ml) Ortant owners o f the r•roperty 
had a~re ed to j oin the grea t man in layin~ a peti-
t ion before r ar li ament. Here agoa in the bill would 
be swe e tened to ber:;in with, but as a l as t r e sort 
the landlord threatened the refractory with all the 
evils within hi s power . .l! 'ew ·would have courage 
to send in op 1.o s ition and to claim that the r1ajority, 
though t heir names might b e signed to the petition, 
were in fact on ::osed to it. 
t3o the uommissioners o f .tmclosures would f;et 
to work and their decisio n would be practic a lly fi n sl. 
The li~nnm issioner .. was , a1: 8 rule, an a ttorney nomi-
nated by the man or : :en i nterested in the me a sure. 
'.:.'hey had ta ken a n oath but it wa s too general in 
its terms to withhold him from prejudging the weaker 
parties in face o f the intere s t they had in obliging 
r 
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their patrons. 'l'he . appointment was a pr ofitable one , 
and if they gave satisfaction, they might hope to .be 
recommended for similar appointments i n the future . Jmd 
the Bill would go through the stages practically uruno-
le sted . 
Not only the landlords, but the cler gy were in-
terested in these schemes· 1hi ch raised the ir tithes ; 
a fa ct \'ihich many people f ound 11artic ularly annoyin~ . 
as t he church ~air~ed \Nithout ha ving ma de any contri-
buti on to the i mprove ment. 
0 uire s, Par sons., and La wyers found their accounts 
in the enclosures ; and it wa s said that when the s<e three 
pulled to f:Sethe r, no p ower on earth was strong eno ugh 
to .:i thstand them • .Kents, tithes, the profits o f the 
lar .ge farmers, and t he fees of the attorneys and land 
surveyors grew and i ncrease d; but the l and tax and the 
ordinary farmer , cottager and consumer Jrofited not a t 
1 
all . 
In the result, the landlords ha d to repay themselves 
libera lly for the cost of enclosure , which VHlS so con-
siderable as to usually e a t up part o f the value of the 
land . The landlord was practica lly forced to incl ud e 
the cormnons i n his e nclosures . but on e write r says 
that the s o l e re2 son f or e n cl osing the o 1:en f ields 
1 . (a) w. L;unn i r..gharn : "Growth of Bng. Ind . e to. " Bk. IV 
C h . II. 
(b) Garnier: "History of En g . J.,anded Interestn ch. 16 
Vol . 1. 
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we. s to ga in control over the soil which l ay aroun d the 
scF.t t t ered s trips and to withdraw it from the hands 
of the poor. 
The enclosuresof the ei~hteenth century were more 
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far reaching in their results, perhap s , th&n any other 
phase o f the whole .Agricultural Hevolution. £s me n -
tioned before;the peculiar characteristic of the or gan-
ization of .E:nglish Ar:ricul ture today is the absenc e of 
the small farmer who tills his own land. This condition 
was brought about in a very large degree by the enclo-
sures of this time . 
By these e nclosures , the landlords generally gained ; 
for his rents incre ased lar gely. But the ex1_::enses were 
so heavy that hi s ,~ain "va s often very s .. 1all and some-
times he 1.:vas the loser- by the process. .As f or the far-
mers , t he poorer ones suffered; for more capital wa s 
needed for enclosed l ands ; and the process generally 
was so slow , taking f rom two to six years lJe for e the 
f ins l award was given, that r:any farmers we re throvm out 
i n t he msna~e~ent of their farms; f or they did not 
know Where their future hmds ·wo nld lJe allotted. 1.i:hat 
the poor suff ered i s undoubted ; by nineteen enclosure 
acts out of twenty, the poor were i njured . 
In the acts it was .._ ,_de-v- .--u:L to treat them fairly 
and a l l otment was ma de. to them or money paid on enc l o-
• 
• 
s ure in the ll lace of their ri p:ht:s of s cormnon, or 
s mall p lots of l a nd, but the exp ense of enclosi n g 
small a llotments was proportiona lly very great, gen-
er a lly too ~reat, a nd they had to b e sold. 'rhus , 
even if t he n en who had far med a small holding b e fore 
enclosure VJ 8 s a llotted a s~1a ll :p iece o f l a n d i n com-
pensa tio n for hi s loss ol c om~on ri ght s , h e us ua l l y 
was f orce d to sall it to r a ise money to pa y f or hi s 
shar e o f the e x pense of enclo s ing. En closure in thi s 
sense l' la.ve d a l a r .c: e part in ri dding .i:'..ng l a nd o f her 
yeoman. 
In a _pa mphlet c a lled "The Case of l.Jaborers i n 
Husbandry" ( 1795), the Hev. David Davies sa id, ''b y 
enclosure. an amaz ing amount of lJeO:t)le have been re-
duced from a state of comparative indep endence to 
the precarious condition of mere hire lings, who when 
out of work immediately c ame on the l;arish. 
lt has often been s a id that the poor were robbed 
o f their s ha re in the l and by the lar ge l ando wner s; 
but, in f a ct, it wa s the ex pense of s ecm~ ing the c om-
.r:· ensation a llovJe d them, much ~re a ter in pr o:portion in 
small holdinp:s than i n lar g e . Their mone y went into 
the p ockets of l a\Nyer s a n d surve y ors tha t ma na ged the 
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enclosures. 
lt was also often through the larl!e far mers that 
the laborer was deprived of h j_s land when he retained, 
on rent, an acre or two after enclosure. WishinR: to 
make the laborer absolutely dependent upon hi m, he 
pe rsuaded the aa.ent to let the cotta~es VJith the far ms, 
and the aa.ent, in order to av oid collecting a large 
number of small rents, assented. As soon as the farmer 
had the cottages., he took the land from them and added 
it to his own. Another step in the :process of the 
di sap}Jearance of the yeoman. 
~here is no doubt that enclosure worked an i mp or-
tant social revolution. Before it the entirely land-
less laborer was rare; he nearly always· had some ho ld-
ing· in the common field or some right on the common 
pasture. With enclosure his holding or right had gen-
1 
erally disarr eared, and he deteriorated socially. 
lt was very unfortunate, too , that when enclosure 
was most active, domestic industry, such as weaving, 
decayed, and deprived the laborer and his family of 
badly needed addit ion to his scanty incon e. Just at 
1. Enclosures of ei~hteenth century: 
Hasbach: n.A History of the ~nglish A15ricultural 
Laborer" t.,;hi3· II and lil. ·-
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t.,;urtler : ".A History of .A~icult·ure " Ch~ E>, 7 & 8 
Bradley : "l:!:ngli sh }!jnclo sure s n 
·· ( general reading) 
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a time 1Nhen the srnall farmers were struggling to 
keep their place in the agricultural or ganization , 
a change, which was totally une xpected, made their 
position worse. 
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~he inventions of Hargreaves, Arkwr ight and vromp -
ton altered the conditions of the spinning industry 
in this way : first, by furnishing an abundant a raount 
of yarn instead of the scanty amount hitherto brought 
forth; a nd secondly, by makin,c; a yarn of better quality, 
both finer a nd stronger than the hand sp inner s could 
produce . lt is true that a ll the inventions app lied 
to the cot t on trRde, and at first onl.Y the cotton 
S3Jinners were affected by them. nut when, as was the 
cas~ l a ter, they were adapte d to the use of the woolen 
industry, also, their com}Jetition be f::an to be felt all 
over the co untry. The domestic stage of industry was 
doomed. ~t disa ~peared before the rivtilry o~ machines 
driven by water and steam. 
What this meant to the rural p opulati on , who had 
practised spinning and weaving in their own homes, ma y 
be gathered fro m a p icture of a J.Jancashire village 
under the old conditionS: . Here there ·were over fifty 
or sixty .farmers of whom there we re not more than six 
or seven who raised t heir rent directly from the l and; 
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"all the re .st got their rent from some branch of trade 
such as spinning or weaving woolen, linen or cotton. 
The great anchor of all cottagers and small farmers 
was the labor attached to the hand wheel ; and when 
it is considered that it re r uired six or eight hands 
to grepare and spin yarn for the consumpti on of one 
wearer , this shows the inexhaustible source there was 
for labor f or every person from the age of seven to 
eighty years to earn their bread witho ut going to the 
- -'-' f J 
parish. 
\'/hen machinery finally invaded the province of 
woolen industry, the inJury to the small farmer was 
far reaching, for woolen spinning was an almost uni -
versal by-product in all the agricultural districts 
bringing in every week snall but steady earnings to 
supp lement what the cultiva tor got from either his 
land or earnings. \t?hen this 11 anchor" failed, the 
domestic industry soon ceased , and the victims had 
no other choice but to abandon their trade or to 
take refuge a mong the n1achine spinners. 
.. 
This los s of the domestic system reacted mainly 
• 
up on the rural population. lts loss ma de it still 
more i mp o ssible for the sma ll farmer to g o on as he 
(r} •i . -. ~ -n ~e - ~- .'c:J • 
..., 
• 
• 
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had done. ln any c a se, he felt the loss whether 
his l and rema ined in o1)en f i e ld or was in the }_Jro-
ces s of 1) eing enclosed. ln the first case, he found 
it still harder to make a living and to pay his rent; 
in the second, he was deprived of an addi tio n to his 
r esources just when he n eede d them most. 
Un der the combine d effects of the expense of 
enclos-ure and the decay of the domestic system, many 
s mall farmers failed altogether. This conbination 
brought about the disp o si tion of a great many , if no t 
the ~:ce a t er share, o f the sc1all farmers . 8ome of the 
Ben migrated to the new manufacturing towns and be c ame 
artisans , but the larger number sank into the condo -
tion o f the agricultural l ab orer working under the 
new l arge farmers into whose hands the enclose d lands, 
I 
passed . 
The uprooting o f a gre a t part o f the a~ricultural 
popula tion from the s oil b y these causes brought with 
it gr e a t mora l evils and cre a ted divisions and antag-
onisms of intere st s that labor i s suff ering :from even 
today. 
1 • Decay 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
of Domestic lndustry : 
Ticla1er: ••A Social and Industrial History 
of Enp;landn Gh. 25. 
Warner: · "Landmarks of Eng . Ind. Hist. 11 
PP • 262 " -. 
Garnie r : ''A Hist ory of .t;ng • .Landed lnterestn 
lih. 8 Vo l . 2. 
• 
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l'erhaps one of the greatest evils of this up-
rooting was the partial disappearance of the small 
owner, both the ye oman who farmed his own l a nd and 
the i:Jeasant proprietor. By Gregor-y King ' s statement, 
one can see tha t before the Hevolution the number of 
freeholders in l!lngland was no less ths n 160,000 with 
their familie s ,~ about one seventh of the po p ulation 
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of the country. .l!'ro r~ the beginning of the Hevolution, 
they b e~an to diminish ~reBtly , until a t the end of 
the century t hey were almost a negligible part o f 
the :po pu la ti on. 
Besides the conditions already mentioned that · 
brough t about the disapvearance of the yeoman or small 
farmer , there are others connected with the rtevolution 
of Agricul ture. Chief among these, perhaps, is t h e 
pe euliar form of government which had come in in the 
recent political revolution. "The landed gentry by 
that event became supre me , the local and national ad-
ministration wa s in their hands, and l and bein0 the 
f oundation of social amd political influence was 
ea gerly sought b .v them where it wa s not already in 
-· 1 
the ir hands . it 
1. '.Voynbe e ~ ''Industr ial ~evolution" Page 62. 
• 
• 
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-n-aen/ 
At the same time, the successful business ffiB-n 
who now increased ra pidly from the develo pment of 
trade 'bo ught l a nd to make themselves gentlemen.' 
Both these classes bought out the yeoman who d id 
not seem to be very loath to part with the land. 
To the s mall freeholder, as has been noticed , 
the enclosure of waste land did much harm for it was 
neces sary to his holding. Again, small arable fqr ms 
did not pay as well as l a rge oneo, B:) they tended 
to disappear. 1'he decay of home industry was also a 
heavy blow to the smaller yeoman and the peasant prop-
rietor. Under this combination of circumstances, it 
is not to be wondered that a great share of the yeomen 
left the land am continued to leave in increasing 
proportions as the century progressed. 
This exodus from the country t :J the toons, at 
that time, was thought to be only the nat ural con-
seq uence of the demand for profitable emploJrment and 
was not to b e regretted; but this opinion was com mon 
at a time when the country population was still numerous 
and ther e was little danper of England's becoming as 
she did later a country without a solfd foundation, 
\dth "no reservoir of good country blood to supply 
( 1) 
the wastes of the towns." 
(lJ Rogers: " ::lix \ient uries of Work and Wages". page 103. 
• 
• 
That enclosures cause a considerable amount of 
harm and hardship is certain; but all progress is 
frequently attended by tl:e dislocation of industry 
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and consequent distress, the in tr educt ion of machinery. 
for instance, often causing great distress to hand-
worrkers; but eventually benefitting thew hole com-
munity. Enclos urea caused eli st tess to many individuals 
but was for the ultimate good of the whole nation. 
The history of enclosure is really the history of 
prQgl'ess in farming; th e conversion of land badly 
tilled in the old oommon fields, ·and waste land, 
little more valuable than the prairies into well managed 
fl'uitful farms. That r.1any of the common fields when 
enclosed were laid down to grass is t1·ue and was cer-
tainly inevitable if it paid best under grass. Nobody 
could e:::~pect the owners of land that payed best under 
grass to keep it under tillage for philanthropic pur-
poses . A vast number of the commoners, too. were idle 
thriftless beings, whose rights on a few acres allowed 
them to live a life of pilfering and po. ~1ching; it was 
much better when such people were indue ed to lead a 
more regular and respectable existence. The great blot 
. on the process was that it made the English laborer a 
landless man. Compensation, it is true, was given him 
• 
• 
at the time of enclosure in the fo:rm of allotments 
o:r s ;.ms of money, but the former he was generally 
forced to give up owing to the expens e he had been 
put to at allot trnent, and the l a tter he often spent 
at the public house. 
Nnolosu:re and the consec1uent loss of the small 
fa:rrne:r was inevitable. '11he future lay wi tr: the big 
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fa:rme:r, he possessed more intelligence, more initiative, 
more power of looking ahead, and above all more capi-
tal. He was better fitted to succeed under the more 
spec ula.tive canditions whio h had begun to prevail. 
The growth of the population rna. de it necessary to get 
as much food out of the la.rrl a.s necessary. To get the 
most out of the land more had to be put into it, and 
the small man could not afford the new expensive im-
provements which a.:re a pa.:rt of the Revolution. The 
man who had capital could take advantage of the new 
methods and be :repaid for them. But the small man 
JO 
could not do so beeause of tIE e}.rp;n se. 
These improved r.nethods of agricul t u:ce are tal::.en 
as a Vel"Y important part of the Revolution. Without 
them the great changes in the o:rf!anization of agri-
culture during the eighteenth cent uxy could not have 
been possible; and w i th uu t the g:r eat changes in or-
ganization, the great changes in method would not have 
been possible. Both changes went along side by side 
• 
• 
and not infrequently overlapped. 
Also, these changes in method ca -,not be taken as 
being confined only to the eighteenth century. . Like 
most of the other changes of t he time, this change began 
befo:re, and continped after the eighteenth eentury. But 
J '}V 
the greatest share of this, change came with ... the. hundred 
years and especially i n the latter half of them. 
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The decay of the c anrnon fields was all owing indiV'id-
ual enterprise to have its way. A very important event 
in this revolution of :nethod was the introduction of 
elolft-r' t. "" r-"Jv , f'.S 
ill~ and th,a encouragement of ~. The turnip 'b.a.d 
already been knmvn in. England but . its cultivation had 
declined. The introduction of these two c rops were of 
the greatest benefi~ to the farmer and to - the public; 
his stock of hay was inc ·reased, he could utilize the 
land that before he was forced t •J let follow for at least 
one year in every three; and could keep a much larger 
head of cattle in the winter. The slow progress of these 
blessings is perhaps the strongest testimonial in his-
tory of the innate conservatism of farmers. Also the 
'YYl. .<n-- } ,.,:,,~ 
practice of liming and mm'--ifi.I:l.g that has( b €' en largely 
(1) 
discontinued since the fourte nnth century was revi:ved • . 
(1) Gurtler: "History of Agricul-ture", Ch. 8. 
• 
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There are three men whose names could not but be 
remembered in connection with improved methods of cul-
tivation and farming. The first of these is Jethro-Tull 
who gave the l'esul ts of his labo1·s and research, his 
e 
"Horse Shlling Husbandry" to the world in 1733. It is 
" 
no exaggeration to say that agriculture owes more to 
Tull than to any other man; the principles formul ated 
in his famous book revolutionized British agriculture, 
though it took a long time to do it. He has been· 
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described as the great est individual improver agriculture 
ever knew. He was the first t,) realiz e th9.t deep and 
perfect pulverization of the soil is the great secret 
of vegetable nutrition, and was thus led on to perfect 
the system of dri l ling seed wide enough apart to admit 
tiLLage in the intervals, and abandoning the wide ridges 
in vogue, laid the lam in narrow ridges five or six 
feet wide. 
T~ll wrote just before it became the fashion for 
gentle men to go into far ming, and laments that t l:l:l land 
of the country was or mostly all in the hmds of the 
rack-renters whose , a _ilpp Osed interest .it was that the 
land should never be iu1proved fQr fear of fines or 
increased rents. Gentlemen knew so 1 it tle of . farming 
that they we 1' e unable to manage their estR.tes. l'erhaps 
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.his criticisms of existing conditions helped to initiate 
the well known changes; and soon all over England, gen-
telemnt of education and position were engaged in improv-
ing agricultural conditions. 
'l'ull invented his drill in 17.07. '..!.'he first occasion 
1'1'\~k/ 
for rna-~~ it, he says, was that it was very difficult 
to find a man who could sow clover tolerably. His inven-
tion was largely prompted by his desire to do without 
the insolent fa rn{servant; and the year after his inven-
tion, he certainly !Rd his wish; for they struck in a 
body and were dismissed. 
Tull considered following and manuring unnecessary. 
His three great principles were: drilling, reduction of 
seed, and absence of weeds. 
The second of the three men who were almost india-
pensible to the Agricultural Revolution was Charles 
Townshend. In 1730, he retired from politics, upon his 
quarrel with his brother- in-law, ~/alpole. He devoted 
himself to the rnanaget:Jen t of his nor folk estates and 
set an example to English farmrers. 
J.'ownshend's two special hobbies were; the field 
cultivation of turnips, and improvement in the rot at ion 
of crops. Like all the agriculturists of his day he 
was an advocate of enclosures. 
• 
• 
'.l.'he last of the three great writers was Arthur Young. 
The greatest of all English writers on agriculture, was 
born in 1741 and began farming early but as he confesses 
himself was a complete failure. 
When he was twenty six years old; he took a farm of 
three hundred acres at Samford Hall but later sold this. 
He had already began writing on agriculture and he began 
to advise people on agriculture with very little past 
experience, of his own. It paid him, however, much bet~ 
ter than farming. He wrote "The Farmer's Letters," 
and "The Southern, Northern ~d Eastern Tours." Whereas 
the fi.rst two of these men,; really made improvement in 
the methods of farming, Young's contribution to the 
Hevolut ion was inspirati anal. By his writings am en-
thusiasm. he made the new methods of Jettero Tull and 
( 1) 
Charles ~ownshend popular t hro ug hout England. 
These new methods and the Enclosure movement com-
bined helped English agricul ttu·e forward a great deal. 
'.rhrough both of tmse the old manorical system with 
(1} Tull, Townshend & Young 
a) Gurtler: "A History of ..A_gricultlilre." Ch.8&9. 
b) Hasbach "History of Eng _. Agricultural Laborer 
Chapter III. 
• 
• 
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its common field was doomed for all time. The loss of 
this system coald not be deplored. There were many 
disadvantages to open farming. Also, a fact tPAt was 
open proof of this disadvantage was the gain made by 
those who had left the old method even before the begin-
ning of the Revolution proper. 
The new improvements and methods were expensive 
and it is not difficult to see what class of farmers 
were reaping the benefits of the new demands made by 
the rapidly increasing population. These men were mak-
ing for tanes by the use of the new methods. 
It mast have been very tantali.z:ing to the open 
field farmer who had int~lligence than to see others 
taking the chances he was forced to let slip. It was 
aseless for him to dream of clovers and turnips, of 
winter crops by which one third of his land weald not 
be left fallow ~ prodacing nothing once every third year. 
Had he attempted to grow roots or clover, they would 
have been devoared by his neighbors' cattle, when at the 
end of the harvest season, they would. be · given the run 
of the common fields. His land was not fenced off, and 
he had to be treated like the rest. If., for example, he 
desired to drain his land, there was every likelihood 
that the neighbor on whose land he intended to drain the 
water coald object and block his drains; if he was dis-
• 
• 
satisfied with the slovenly weeding and bracing, he 
might make his own strips , models of well cared for 
land, b ut he could do nothing to protect himself against 
a lazy neighbor who let thistles and weeds grow wild 
and seed. 
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The way in which the holdings of the common field 
system were intermingled and marked off from one another 
had many results Land was wasted by numerous foot-
paths in all directions. What was worse than this was 
that neighbors lived in constant suspicion that their 
lart d might be stolen by the encroachin~ turn of a plow 
or furrow run at night. And finally everyone was forced 
to expend a serious amollnt of labor and tir.ae in walking 
from one plot to .another. 
Thus the individual c ould do no thing t o bre ak away 
from the difficulties that hindered him in arable farm i ng, 
and stock farming offerAd no better prospects. Winter 
food co uld not be obt a ined in sufficient quanti t ies, so 
long as the villa ge cat t le we r e turned om all t ogether 
to get what food they could on the village waste, they 
to be for mos t of the year in miserable 
condition; while if any man wishPd t o separate his ovm 
beasts from the rest and to pey some at tent ion to breed-
ing, he was hampered by the fact that he had no pasture 
• 
• 
land of his oV«!. His beasts, evert if he secured a. better 
s art, had to mingle with the rest, where the improved 
( l) 
type would soon disappear. 
This evidence, many con Eider to be a comple t e justi-
fication for enclosures and any po ssible harm that at-
tended them. Reform them among the open field farmers 
had to be wholesale or not at all, and it was not from 
want of teacr.d.ng that wholesale reform did not come. 
The farmers of that day had in Arthur Young a teacher 
who combined with knowledge, enterprise and enthusiasm 
the gift of setting forth in the clearest way w:r..at oupht 
to b e done. Young saw that to improve agric iJlture the 
old c omm.on fi,eld met hod would have to be abandoned. 
Young defends the treatment o:t the small farmer by 
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enclosure by stating that refO J'm taki ng in to consideration 
the wishes of these farmeni vvas hopel ess. The y were 
c ontented if their farms gave them a bare liv elihood. 
Young said, "As long as agriculture wa s in t he hand s 
of a few legarthic and obstinate men, who not only 
wished to keep themselves but all associated with them 
in the sam e condition, pr o press was impo ssible; reform 
would not fit the case, what had to be done v< as t o get 
(1) a ) Tickner: "A Social and Ind llstrial His t ory of England", 
Ch. 24. 
b) Wade: "England's Greatness", Ch. 27. 
• 
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rid of the open fields and the be.ckward farmers by en-
closing • 
As mentioned before, going alongside of enclosure 
and largely the result of this I)r ocess was the m.ov emen t 
of engrossing the small holdin@ s of the old common field 
system into larger farms. This movement is an important 
part of thr· whole Revolution. 
The tendency of the whole latter half of the century 
was decidedly in favor of larger farms; it was a bad thing 
h 0 l cl. 6 r'.$. 
for the smaller -...:e4&r~S-; but was an economic tendency 
., 
t h.a t could not be resisted. The larger farmers had more 
capital, were more able and ready to execute improvements; 
they drained their land, others often did not, having 
sufficient capital, they wer e able to both buy anc: sell 
to the best advantage ru1d not sacririce their produce 
at a low rate to pay the rent as the small farmers so 
of ten had to. They could pay better wages and so get 
better men. They kept more stock and better and more 
( 1) 
efficient implements. 
Young calculated that as early as 1?78 , the average 
size of the farms ov er England vJas sLightly less tr.an 
300 acres. This C·)ndition is very much different fran 
that of the beginning of the century when most of the 
(1) Curtler: "Hist. of Agric.'t, t.:h. 8. 
• 
• 
land was divided into separate little holdings of only a 
few acres each. 
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We have seen that the expense of enclosure and the 
decay of domestic industries played a part in the destruc-
tion of the small farms and the changing of the small 
farmer into a wage earner. Another cause was at work also 
v~ hic h acted not only on the small farmers who had paid 
rent for their farms, but also on the small freeholders 
or yeomen, VJhose fa1·ms were t be ir own. Of course, the 
disappearance of both these classes made larger farms a 
possibility. 
This cause was the g en:eral desire on the part of 
the rich to buy l and. This purchase of land was not 
only a good investment; for land now brought more than 
a m•mey return. The possession of it confirmed a social 
stat us, a sort of rank which the landless man did, not 
O\\n. 
The old families were land owners vJith country seats 
with pleasant parks and far reaching estates. The new 
families wished to have the same things, and they were 
well able to indulge their taste~; for most of the new 
families had made fortunes in commerce and trade. Be-
sides the indefinite but very real gain in respect which 
• 
• 
a man got fror:J. the poss ession of a larg e estate, there 
we :r.· e other advantages. In case of the House of Cor.ancns 
and the franchise, it at once became clear how much im-
porta.nce was att ached to the holding of l and. If then a 
manufacturer moved by a :nbi t ion or by a natural desire to 
leave the busy town life and enjoy the pleasures of the 
country, his first step would be to buy land. 
Uot only were there man~7 such new men seeking to 
qualify as c )Untry gentlemen but old families, too, by 
intermarrying with succes::-, ful merchants and manufacturers 
f....ad r e ol':'U/ ; t ed.J their fortunes and were striving to extend 
their influence by enlarging theh· estates. 
Many of the new lar ge es t ates had been formed by 
buying up the small holdings which : had been partitioned 
( 1) 
from the open fields. 
~~~ r"h't e ~ 
Nor was it only the small fa~~ holding his land at 
rent that })arted with their farms. The yeomen, the small 
freeholders, found it easier t ) sell their esta te s at 
the high price that land comn anded during the Napolponic 
Wars than to work them at profit . The buye r anxious to 
build up a farm on the new style could affoid "easily to 
(l) Curtler: "His t ory of Agriculture, Ch. 8 . 
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offer a high price sinc e putting aside the social ad-
vantag es, he expect ed to g et better profits than the 
small man could make. Hence the large estat e s tended 
to grow larger and the yeoman and the small farmer dis-
appeared. 
Even though the large farms benefited rlngli s h agri-
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c ul t ur e for the most part, they harmed the social organi z a-
t ion in tmt they helped i n the disapp earance of the free-
holders. Even Arthur Young mourned the i r loss. He said: 
"They were those who really kept up the independence of 
the nation. · They were indeed the men who had triumphed 
over the Stuarts." But in the strue,gle of the eighteenth 
century which was a struggle rather of mon ey and brains 
than sword and strength, they were unable to maintain 
the dominant position they had held in the kingdom, ·and 
they diminished in number and in politica l importance 
until they were bought out by the . great er proprietors 
who we r e to guide the main power in Parliament until the 
passing of the Reform Bill of 1832. 
In the last third of t he eighteenth century, the 
effect of the economic and social changes brought about 
by enc. losur~ engrossingJand the other conditions associated 
with them was intensified by an accompanying •development,-
a rapid rise in the price of provisions. This rise was 
• 
• 
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due in pa1•t t .) the rapidly increa sing population, espec ially 
in the tovms and by t h e still continued practic e of sheep 
farming. 
This rise in prices fell most severely upon the la-
borers, who having los t land, common and stock and fr e e 
firing now had to buy all they consumed and that out of 
insufficient wa ges. The price of labor had not kept up 
at all with the price of provis i ons. This fell pa: rticu-
la.rly l'.ard on people who had been used to suppor t ing 
themselves practically fro n their own li 1:t le piece of 
land. It would hav e been something if a gard en had b e en 
left t h em large enough to supply the neces s ary potatoes 
( 1) 
and other vegetables. 
Uo great stretch of the imagination is reqllired to 
see that a gradual lowering of the laborer's standard 
of life was inevitable. ]1 0rces over which he had small 
control forced him to live almost ex clusively on bread 
and bad tea. It woqld be supposed that the super i or 
5'o'Yer-.·..,'71 5 
wisdom of the 8l'9iiiag classe H wo uld lead them to feel 
some sympathy with the .poor under thes e conditions; yet 
unfortunately such sympa thy was s eldom to be found. 
Wi t hou-t: land and without capi t al the laborer had 
b ·~corne th "'! plaything of prices and taxation even when he 
(l) Garn·ier : "Hist. of Eng. LandAd Interests", Vol. 2, Ch.l4. 
• 
• 
had work and wages to spend. Vl hat was · his lot when he 
( 1) 
had no work or .was unable as \vas often, to work?" 
Again, where cotters and small farmers had been 
able to spend their spare time profitably in their own 
holdings, there was only one thing for the day labor-el' 
to do, and that was to idle away his time which usually 
T 
was done in the public house. Thus the politar-ian 
.. 
b o-t.;, 
class degenerated more and more b:e:t~ physically and 
mentally. But by far the most fatal results of these 
things was their effect upon the younger- gener-ation. 
They gr-ew up badly fed; they had no opportunity of be-
coming early accustomed to industry and to love the 
land by work upon their own holdings, lil:e their- parents, 
they wasted their leisure hours and unemployed days. 
Most of them had no schooling, for their parents could 
not afford the fee of two pence a week. the old thrifty 
·habits wer-e los( "C.nd the prospects of independence be-
( 2) 
came more and more distant. 
A great evil fro ::l which the laborer- suffered by the 
end of the c entury was the r-estrict ion set upon him of 
setting iri .another- par-ish. At the beginning of the 
century, the organization of the agricultural labor-
syst em had fallen under two sections, the farm ser-vants 
( 1) Davies : "The Case of Laborers", page 55. 
(2) Hosback: "A Histor-y of the English Agr-icultural 
Labor-er-", Ch. II 
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living in the farmhouse and the cotters going to work by 
the day. 
At the end of the century, the organization was very 
greatly changed. This change was brought about largel.y 
as mentioned before by fl.l'lclosures; but there was a parti-
cular phase of this change that was broupht about by the 
Poor Law. This Poor Law itself v>as indirectly brought 
abou.t by enclosure. 
By enclosure, engrossing, and the growth of manu-
facturing, there had been produced a laborer, wholly 
divorced fro u the soil. With the great rise of prices 
at the end of the century, he was separated :P rom whatever 
capital he had bad. A great amount of pauperism was 
thus developed. 
At that time, the poor rel-ief of England was or-
ganized by parishes. Such a part of the population that 
possessed neither land nor capital could easily move to 
any part of the co ,mtry where there was a hope of profit~ble 
employment. Often, because of these movements, one parish 
would be ov.erburdened. 
This condition the Poo:c Law aimed to remedy. Its 
~ a v ~-..n.- ~ ..._.t; 
purpose was to stop the of this class of laborers 
from one parish to mother, and each parish was forced 
to care for its ovm poor. 
( 1) Wade: "Eng. Greatnessn, Ch. V. 
• 
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This was often a great drag on the parish. But soon 
there grew up in each parish a system for providing labor 
for the paupers that they were forced to care for. The 
p a.r is he s each organized their paupers under a leader 
who sought work for his men and also supervised their 
work. These workers with their leader were called the 
"Parish Gang". 
From these simple beginnings, there developed a 
somewhat c omplex system of Gangs. After some time they 
were not under the control of the parish but were any 
group of workers taken to work under supervision. They 
had no lasting employment with an..v one employer. They 
went from farm to farm during a great part of the year 
usually returning home in the evening. Only occasionally 
When their place of employment lay part icula.r ly far from 
home did they remain on the farm for a longer period. 
This gang system developed several distinctive 
characte:ristics: first, their members wer e fr ee, i.e. 
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they secured no par ish relief and secondly, they consisted 
of whole families incltlding children unable to work. 
In its development, the gang took on a gang master 
who was interposed between the laborer and the farmer 
living a.t a distance; he contracted with the latter for 
the work that was required; and when it was done. received 
• 
• 
at a specified time the sum they had agreed upon. From 
this he paid the laborers their wages. Being of the 
same social grade as them, he often went to work VJith 
them himself and returned on the same day in the evening • 
One day, the gang would be er,n.ployed at a certain farm 
setting potatoes, the n~t. it would be weeding at an-
other, and so, c l1anging its place of o ccupe tion, it woul d 
work perhaps the single three quarters of the y \., ar. 
These gangs are both interesting and important in 
that they represent the first effort of labor to or-
ganize it self. In them We find the germ of the present 
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labor unions. The gang master was a modified form of the 
present day mighty and powerful labor heads fotmd in nearly 
( 1) 
every nation. 
It is always interesting concerning such an iGiportan t 
and far reachin g event as this Agricultural £\evolution to 
notice bo t h con temporary and later opinions on its ad-
vantages and disadvantages. 
The disadvantages of the commonfields and rig hts 
ot pasture were so obvious that we sho uld not expect to 
find any gre ~1t difference of opinion as t o the advantages 
of cons olidation in the interes t s of production. And in 
fact numerous complaints again st the old system can be 
' _______ , _____ __ _ 
( 1) 3ngl ish Gangs: 
a} Jackson: "Soc i al Life in England" ,pages E22-
b) Cunningham, "Growth of Eng. Ind ustry", Bk.4, Ch.Il. 
c) Ha.sback: "Eng. Agricultural La l:) l! er", Ch.4. 
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found; the owners of the neighboring s t rips quarrel led, 
the pat . hs wasted ground, land could not be thorotlghl~{ 
worked owing to the narrovJness of the strips; it was 
difficult to keep down wee~s or to undertak e draining 
or r oo.d tmk ing; a third part of the land ba.c1 always to 
lie fo l low ; the crop md to be ths same no matter th e 
¥ane fl 3 - of the soil; fodder was scarce in winter; it 
was impossible to improve br e eds of st ock; loss of time 
was entailed, a1~ a variety of other grievances were 
felt besides. 
Still some objections were tal:en to consolid::tt ion; 
in many cases b ,~ cause it was followed often by the intro-
duction of large farming and permanent pastu:re, and be-
cause many mistakes we:r e made in the process . Most of 
the obje ctions were socio-political in charac ter; con-
s<'Hidl3.t ion seemed to d e cree a dec :r ease in population 
'f he difficulty of int rod uc ing nevJ met hods of cal-
tivqtion in the op en fields was seldom disputed. 
On the question of coomons and wast es, opinion still 
is d eeply divided. The majority approved of enclosure 
providing the cotters were compens at e d ; a minority 
th :)ug ht that the cotte:rs' daily 'l.i:fle .would be impossible 
witho ;lt a common; and as they desir<~d on P. conomic and 
social fC ruunds to maintain this cla ss, de:1ru1ded that the 
small c ommons h e kept up. 
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Upon turning to the system of the large farms, the 
majority in favor of the new system is turned into a 
minority. Many think its greatest evil is the destruc-
tion of the old equality. William Foster, a writer at 
the beginning of the nineteenth cen 1:ury says: "Instead 
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of a hardy, free, intripid race of men contendedly enjojr-
ing the sw ~ats of labor and alternate ease, 8.Tid its best 
soldiers in war, we are presented with the horrible pic-
ture of a few tyrant planters amidst a crowd of wretched 
slaves." 
ffUrther, Mathew Kent says about con~olidation and 
larger farms; if It seems a presumptive proof t m.t agri-
culture when it is thrown into a number of hands becomes 
the life of industry. the source of plenty, and the 
fo nnda tion of riches to a country, b nt that monopolized 
and grasped into a few hronds, it must dishearten the 
bulk of mankind who are reduced to labor for others in-
stead of for themselves, and must lessen their produce 
and greatly tend to general poverty." 
.Hut this Agricultural rtevolution was in its results 
like all other revolutions, neither wholly good nor wholly 
bad. 'the benefits must be set up against the disadvant-
ages. un the one side mt1st be })laced better methods o:r 
farming, better crops, a larger area under cultivation, 
• 
• 
and a greater supply of corn and meat to supply the 
new demand of the inCl' !~a sed town population. 
On the at her side place all the temporary hard-
ships which any great change brings, - men displaced 
from their old homes and empl oyments, and with diffi-
culty finding new ones; the ex tine tion of the class of 
small far mers working their own lands who in the past 
had been looked upon as the bac1cbone of England, who 
had been protected by legislation of an earlier day as 
affording the best material from which to draw English 
soldiers, and who had often in battle given proof that 
the national belief in their courage and endurance had 
not been misplaced. Instead of this, we have the modern 
triple division of landlord, farmer and laborer where 
the first is often absent and inconsiderate through his 
lack of local knowledge, and the third who does the man-
ual labor no longer reaps a prop ortionate return from 
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the soil, but is paid a wage whether his work is thorough 
or not. We have the "cash-n4-xus", the dependance of all 
relations on money instead of the old personal feeling 
between landlord and tenant. VJ hen the small freeholder 
went, t here went with him that spur to exertion that came 
through possession from knowing that the land was his 
own and the reward for his improvements was sure. 
In short, the Revolution of Agriculture in the eigh-
• 
• 
teenth century in England is that process or group 
of processes that changed the old communal village 
under the manor ia.l sys tam with its steady ladder of 
social gradations, its common field system with its 
very simple methods of cultivation, and its simple 
method of home industry into the system as we see it 
today of large farms with their landlords, tenant 
'(f 
farmers and poletarianized laborers, and the large 
towns with their huge factories and their large corps 
of laborers almost wholly removed both from ownership 
and cultivation of the land • 
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SJi!ninar,y 
'.rhe Agricultural Revolution of the eighteenth 
century in ~ngland was that process that changed the 
organization of agriculture found under the manorial 
system of the thirteenth century into the organization 
as we have it today. Although some of the tendencies 
tmt were found in the Revolution were seen before 
the eighteenth century, nevertheless to be powerful 
these tendencies had to be combined with other develop-
ments trot are peculiar to this century alone. 
The important function of the Revolution was its 
transfor Lung of t he social organization of the thir-
teenth century to that of today. Under the manorial 
system, there was the lord of the manor who had con-
trol over a great stretch of land which was divided a-
mong leaseholders in a peculiar manner. This was t~ 
common field method of farming that allowed for lj_ttle 
improvement or initiative. Anotper characteristic of 
this system was its lack o:f labo:rers entirely divorced 
from the land as We hav e them toda.y; the greatest sr..are 
of the land was held by farmers who held proprietary 
right s over a small section. 
One of the important movements of the Revolution 
"10 
• 
• 
tha.t developed before the eighteenth century was the 
enclosure movement that bad its beginning in the 
Black Death of the fourteenth century. This pestilence 
brought about a great scarcity of labor. This scarcity 
was further increased by the tendency of the villeins 
._ , __ -e~.{ r:' ree ., o·, -, 1 · .... f' f,9'~z_t; 
because of the upheaval of the tim e..; Because of this 
·scarcity the landlords enclosed much of the common land 
that had been ~ed for arable farming for sheep farming 
which r eq ui red less labor. 
The final blow to the manorial system was given 
by the Hevolution which put in its plac e our modern 
organization of landlord, tenant, farmer and laborer. 
The most important function of the whole Revolution was 
its destruction of the yeoman or small farmer who rad 
been so · important under the old system. 
His disappearance was brought about by six main 
causes: (1) the enc losing of a great amount of all kinds 
of land; (2) the growth of industry; (3) tbe decay of the 
d orne s tic system of industry; ·( 4) the n &~I sys tera of gov-
ernment t:b..a.t was the result of the previous political 
revolution; (5) the tendency towards larger farms; and 
( 6) the i uproved and more expensive methods of cul tiva-
tion. Besides bringing about the disappearance of the 
small freeholder, these factor s worked other important 
social, economic. and political results. 
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